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Hot-carrier degradation is measurcd over ten orders in time on three types of Furied-channel
pMOSFEis (i-channel metal-oxide-semiconductor field-effect transistors-) for three oxide
thicknesses at'iarious gate- and drain voltages. No special initial-stage de.$a$ation is obserned,
enaUting i consistent dEscription of the degr.adation based on the two dominatiqq effects. 5irs$f,
injert"a ino the oiide cause nggitive oxi{e -charge, leading jo channel length reduction
;1gct
"fr
t"itt tog,itithmic time dependence. SEcondly, holes cause interface states that reduce the
"
with a power-law time dependence.
transconductance

2. CHARGE.PUMPING

1. INTRODUCTION.

CURVES.

Charge-pumping measru€ments during tyo hot-carrier

Hot-carrier degradation of sub-micron PMOSFETs
threatens the relia--bility of advanced integfated circuits.
Negativc and/or positive oxide chargql'2-) and interface
staies generated by electrons and/or holes3'4) are held
tesponiible. TIEIP (troqelectron-induced punch through)
is Eenerally acceptedl), but many ambiguities remain.
Foi instancb, lo gaiittrmicS) versus saturating power-law6)
time dependencE for worst-case degradation, or interface
statesD-versus positive charge2) causing degradation at
more negative late voltages.-We use charge pumping to
study thJrelevant degradation mechanisms separately. . fnree buried-channel PMOSFET types are used with
tox = 6.5, 11 and 15 nm. Only the_latter type has a lightly
doped drain (Ns = 5*1912 cm'2 at25 keV and 25 nm
spicer). Standard characteristics and charge-PuryPlng
curves are measured three times per decade (1'2'5
sequence from ps to hrs). Degradations shorter than one
seiond are reaiized by a drain voltage pulse (100 ns
edges), with the d.c. voltages.at the other terminals.
Using gm,sq md g1n (malrimum transconductances at
VD = -O.tY'of an undigraded large squarc Eansistor and
of the (degraded) uansistor, respectively), we define len
= \V gr,sq I g^, where ![ = tQ pry is the transistor
widthleh-drie--pumping curent (I"p) i! measured withs)
constant-amftitude gate pulses (f J500 klfz,1= 100 ns,
AVc = 3 V) it various gate-pulse base levels Uurse).We
detJrmine the oxide charge (NoJ from its local threshold
voltase (V"n), defined as the highest Vbase at which
al"o(t) = i-G) - I.D(O) is half its (shifted) peak value. We
co-fif'ensat-e for ifie shifts of- the lrcp curvo due to Nea

degradalioh eiperiments are shown i1 .figltre 1. We
summarize our interpretation only, since it is described in
detail elsewhereg). At VG = Vp interface state formation
causes the degradation (figure 1a), whereas worst-case
degradation (at maximum gate currext, -IG,maJ reveals
simultaneous creation of negative oxide charge and inter-
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Figure 1: Charge-pumping current during

The maximum of Isp(O) determines Nss(O) as usuals).

degradations at VG =

ll

Vo and (b)

(a)

at maximal gate cunent.

Degradation at VG ='Vp of a transistor that had been
stressed at lG,max reveals that, at VG = Vp, the interface
states arc not cause_d by elecnons. Both in the degraded
g.qt (riS.tr! pgqlc.in 4g*" lb) and in the undegradJd part
(left peaf) additional interface states are formJd" showing
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1.31 um

q broad damaged area (compared with continued

degradation at l3,raJ, probably-caused by holes.

3. TIME DEPENDENCE.

figot 4 shows-hot-carierdegradation at various gate
voltages measured over ten decades in time. We do-not
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observe noticeable initial-stage degradation of any
in contradiction to the significant effecti
rjf_orte$ bllgura et a1.10). During degradation at fc,1,,r*,
Galen/toJ0.S showp a logarithmic time dependence over
ten orders in timel), reflecting the time dependence of
genergqo-n. Th9 logqrithm may be e-xplained by
\ox
electric-field depegdgnt ghryge trappingtl), taking intir
account the reduced electric field duelo the oxide cf,arge.
{fter lgng degradation (or at more negative V6) the tiire
dependence is changed (partially) in-to the wEil known
(for NMOSFETs) power laqr 10.45 of interface stare
parameter,

3.0

Figure ?: Threshold voltage near the oxide charge
versus the normalized channel shortening during
degradation at maximum gate currenl

face states in the same part of the transistor (figure 1b).
The electrons that are generated in the pinch-off region
and injected into the oxide cause the negative chargel). It
attracts an invenion layer that extends the drain into the
channel, resulting in channel shortening lrl e6 < 0.
Figure 2 shows the recently introducedS) damage

monitor (-alen/tor)0.5 plotted versus Vcp, yielding
straight lines with slopes proportional to tor-I. Hence
4.Nol * aVcltox * CAleff/tor)0.5 for oxide charge

distributed homogeneously over the oxide thicknessF).
This links the universalS) time dependence of Al-en/tox to
the_time dependence of the oxide bharge generation.
Figure 3 shows that the generated inlerface states at
IC,-r* are strongly related to the generated oxide charge,
independent of Lslg or Vp. This suggests that the
electrons generate oxide charge and interface states in ttre
larye part 9f thc transistor (aNss > 0 in the shifted peak
in figure lb only) simultaneously. Degradation at
(electron injection) of a transistor that had been strefseii
at V6 = VD proceeds identically to degradation at h.rnax
of a virgin transistor. This proves the absence of
significant positive oxide charge after degradation at V6
= VD, since no enhancod initial degradation is observed.-
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{aat

formation9). The reduced transconductance increases the
channel length according to our definition. We introduce

the time scales for interface state- and oxide charge

generation, tNss and tpo*, respectively, to fit the data in
figure 4a to a combination of these degradation modes

Alen/tox = (t /rNsJ0.45
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Figure 3: Number of generated interface states versus
the channel shortening during degradation at Icrnrr,.

log (time /rNo*)
Figure

4-:. (a)
-Normalized channel shortening, (b)
number of interface
states an{(c) threshold voltage near
the oxide chargc versus time. The time axis is nonialized
on the time scale of oxide-charge related degradation.

We normalized the time axis in figure 4 on tpot to show
that the time scales of figures 4a,4b and 4c are strongly
when oxide ch-arge dominates the {egRdation.
correlated
-fieure 4b shows two distinct processes for interface
rtui""fot ation, presumably rel-ated to electrons and
[ot6. Ttre interficra state forriration caused by holes has a
,t ong.i ii-J dependence, becaule n9 negative oxide
;h*6 builds up that rcduces the elecric fields and6) the

injeJted current (Ic * t-0'4). Even when als-ff/ts*
intiJat"t due to iniefrace statbs (e.g. at Vc = -2'5 V in
ftgorr 4a), Vsp (in figure 4c) still shbws the logarithmic
tiire dep6irAeiicd of ANox. Hence Vgp is a sound measure
for aNi*, hardly influenced by the interface states, as
as-the maxi-mum of aIsD isin the shifted Peak'
-lonettte
coefficients of eqfation 2 and the gate- and
substrate currents are plotied versus the gate voltage in
figure 5a and 5b, resfectively for two drain voltages.
The peaks of 16 and t11or are at the same gate-volta-gesl
.onrist"nt with electrdni causing Nel (and 'harmless'
in
NrJttri electrons are generat4 5y i-mpact ionization
gate.
the
towards
the pinch-off region and accelerated

The most enerEetic electrons enter the gate oxide,
creating the dariage and forming the gate curent The
peaks of Ig and tNs. occur at different gate voltages,
iueeestine that thi'mechanism is not channel-hot-holc
ini6ition.-fne holes probably originate from avalanche
e;neration by the eldtrons oithe substrate curent in the
iurne petpttiOicular field. These holes arc accelerated
iotiatAs the gate oxide outside thg pinch--off region, in

of a-broad damaged area
(section 2). Both the interface state formation and the
itt*ge traiping strong.ly depend on the electric field in
aCCordance w:ith ogr observation

the d'r.,{detif, co-mplicaErig a more detailed analysis.

4. ADDITIONAL EFFECTS.
In addition to the two most important degradation
mechanisms described in section 3, four effects may be
relevant. Firstly, for too negative gate- ygftages,. FowlerNordheim injection may generate additional interface
states. Secondly, for strong electric fields, hole injection
near the drairi may generate positive oxide charge.

Thitdly, below th6 tlreshold voltagg, bgd-lg-band
tunnethg may cause additional degradatiqn-. Fiplly'te.T

Vr (in siortichannel devices), a ihreshold v-oltage shift

miy'significantly change the currents during degradation.
Wcltrecked-that Fowler-Nordheim tunneling is not
important in our case by performing similar experiments,
Uut wittr VD = 0 V, dtrbwing no serious degradation.
Slight deviidons (caused by positive oxide charge?) ftoq
loe-(t) dependenci have b&n observed in short-channel
trinsistors for V6p = vG - Vo > 5 V at tox = 6'5 nm and
for Vcn > 8 V uitot : 15 nm only, minimizing lheir
sienifi-cance for normal operating conditions. Pand-toUinA tunneling is not significant (fo1Vp = 0) in our
transistors, eliniinating the third effect. Dqtilg the fourtlt
effect, the hot-electron-induced shift of the threshold
voltage enlarges the drain-, substraqe- Td gate currents
durin! the defoadation, instqad of the decrease (caused
by th-e oxidJcharge) that is observed under normal
d6eradation conditions 6), rcsulting in a logarithmic time
deiendence with a factor larger that 0.33 in equation-(2).
in otrr experiments at VG =
This effect is observed clearly-degradation
Vr, but even this faster
-is ofoflimited
worstlevel
the
reaches
it
never
importance, bepause
cai,o Aegradation (ttrat occurs at more negative Vo).

5.

CONCLUSTONS.

Hot-carier degradation of PMOSFETs shows no
special initial delradation down to 1 lts. Energetic
eiecttons (the gate culrent) generate negative oxide
charge and (harmless) interfaCc states. Energctic holes
seneiate intirface states without oxide charge during
iormal operation. fire negative oxide charge shortens the
channel iength logarithmically in time, whereas the hole
induced intJrface itates reduce the transconductance with
a Dower of time. These two dominating effects suffice to
inierpret PMOS degradation over ten orders in time.
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